1987 Airstream Motorhomes
Designed for those who demand performance and luxury.

Design Excellence...
From the beginning over 50 years ago, Airstream has proven to be the leader in innovative products. Our unique shape with distinctive aluminum exterior has helped Airstream to continue to lead the way in product design and engineering. By not sacrificing aerodynamics or fuel efficiency, durability or value, Airstream has developed the right design. A total design for the future.

Total Performance...
For Airstream, total performance means superiority in meeting and exceeding a wide variety of functions. Not just one or two. That's why Airstreams have a refined balance of liveability, driving pleasure, economy, long-term value and durability. That's Airstream's "total performance." Anything else is purely compromise.

Our unrelenting engineering commitment to total performance is proven on the test track as well as the highway. With improved fuel economy, handling, acceleration and braking you also get Airstream's tested durability.

Uncompromising Luxury...
The luxurious interior of an Airstream is as unique as its exterior design. Everything is carefully designed for your comfort. Careful selection of fabrics, carpet and hard-woods create an interior that is outstanding in its taste. When it comes to functional design and liveability, Airstream's years of constant design leadership have resulted in the most careful blend of luxury, comfort and all around engineering performance.

Drive One...Today!
Take a test drive today in an Airstream Motorhome. As you head down the open road, you'll notice a dramatic difference in ride, a smoother ride created by Airstream's aerodynamic suspension — as though riding on a "stream of air." Only then will you understand why we say that other motorhomes are out of the question. It is the investment that rejects compromise.

290 Series Motorhome
FLOORPLAN
• CENTER BATH — TWIN OR DOUBLE